
Kaivac develops Science-Based Hygienic Cleaning 
Systems that Protect the Health of Building Occupants
while Raising the Value of Cleaning Operations.

Complete Cleaning
Starts Here.
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Kaivac No-Touch Cleaning®,
UniVacTM, AutoVacTM and
Cooler Case Cleaner systems –
the modern alternative in
hygienic cleaning.

 No-Touch Cleaning®                                      UniVacTM                                        AutoVacTM                                    Cooler Case Cleaner
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Clean Results Thanks to High Pressure 
and Extreme Extraction.

No-Touch 
Cleaning®

The "No Mop" Cleaning Machine –
Up to 60 Times Better at Removing Soil 
and Contaminants.

UniVac™
Perfect High-Speed-Floor Cleaning.

AutoVac™
Clean Coils extend the Lifespan of 
Refrigerated Display Cases.

Cooler Case
Cleaner

Kaivac                                                 Overview

A v a i l a b l e  w i t h  Q u i c k – C h a n g e  P o w e r  P a c k .
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Revolutionary Restroom
Cleaning.

Kaivac deals with the most unpleasant of

all tasks in the building; cleaning soiled

restrooms. When it comes to restrooms and

other heavily soiled areas, nothing beats the

performance of No-Touch Cleaning®.

Built for extreme soil removal, empowering

workers to clean ergonomically without

touching contaminated surfaces. Plus, it 

allows you to reduce cleaning times to 1/3 

the time, chemical consumption by up to 

30% and eliminate costs for unnecessary 

equipment and consumables.

Clean Results Thanks to High Pressure 
and Extreme Extraction.

No-Touch 
Cleaning®



No-Touch Cleaning® combines an indoor pressure 

washer, chemical injection and wet vacuum technologies 

onto a single space-efficient platform. Workers simply 

spray cleaning solution on fixtures and floors, and then 

blast the soils to the floor with a high-pressure water 

spray. Finally, they vacuum the floor dry, completely 

removing soils and bacteria. The results are sparkling 

clean restrooms, kitchens, stairwells and more without 

ever touching a contaminated surface.

A Squeegee Head with Grout and Floor Brush
 lets you vacuum, brush and clean grout with a single
 tool. High performance Squeegee Blades are engineered
 for maximum soil removal and extra-long life.

B Lightweight Aluminium Vacuum Wand
 reduces fatigue during cleaning. Includes
 a strap and clip for convenient hanging.

e Fresh Water Tank
 45 L (1250), 65 L (1750), 100 L (2750) 
 keeps water always clean and fresh.

C Easy Flushing Dump Hose
 allows quick and ergonomic draining of vacuum
 tank contents into a suitable toilet or sink.
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H 

Vacuum Tank 
  30  L (1250), 
  65  L (1750), 
100 L (2750) 
for collecting and
containing soils and
dirty solution.

35 bar Pump
for applying chemicals and
pressure rinsing with fresh
water.

F 

D Long Range Vacuum Hose 
 allows efficient cleaning of
 large areas.

G 

3-Stage Vacuum Motor
enables unmatched soil
removal.

No-Touch Cleaning®.
Balancing Efficiency and Capacity.

No-Touch Cleaner 1750

LiTHiUM-ioN 
BATTERy 

PoWERED oR 
CoRDED VERSioNS 

AVAiLABLE.
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Smarter Kitchen Cleaning
Equipment.

Restaurants and other foodservice establishments

face unique commercial kitchen cleaning challenges. 

By their very nature, kitchens generate high volumes 

of greasy soils that are very difficult to remove.

Just as bad, these soils are tracked through dining 

areas, restrooms and throughout the facility. The 

results can be costly, including lost business, 

dangerous slip-and-fall accidents and more.

Kaivac's systems incorporate the latest soil

removal technology, making them ideal for

commercial kitchen cleaning. In fact,

scientific studies show them to be up to

60 times more effective at reducing

bacterial contamination than mops, which

are more likely to spread contaminants

than remove them. Plus, they ensure 

fresh solutions and clean rinse water, 

preventing cross contamination 

from restrooms to kitchens.

When it Comes to Heavily Soiled Areas, 
the UniVacTM System Excels.

UniVac™



LiTHiUM-ioN 
BATTERy 

PoWERED oR 
CoRDED VERSioNS 

AVAiLABLE.
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The UniVac™ system is a compact adaptation of Kaivac’s multi

award-winning Dispense-and-Vac system. This one-fill “no-mop”

cleaning machine offers a simple approach to cleaner, safer floors

in a nimble single-piece package, ideal for congested areas with

limited storage. Its extreme cleaning capabilities enable hygienic

results in even the heaviest soil and grease conditions, leaving

floors really clean and bone dry.

 one-Piece Aluminum Vacuum Wand: 
Ergonomic wand with high performance 
squeegee and grout brush lets you vacuum 
and clean grout with a single tool.

38 L Solution and Recovery 
Tank with Dump Hose: 
Compact tank minimizes footprint
for easy storage and maneuverability, 
while the dump hose allows for
quick and easy disposal of tank 
contents.

Crush-Proof, Grease-Resistant
Vacuum Hose: 
Extremely durable vacuum hose 
engineered to withstand harshest 
of greasy soils.

Speed Spreader: 
Rapidly spreads cleaning 
solution for even application 
across flooring.

A

B

D

C

Power options:
Quick-change Lithium-ion
Power Pack or GFCi Electrical 
Extension Cord –
Flexible power options allow for both 
corded and cordless operation.

F

Faster and more
Effective than any
Mopping Program.

Variable Flow Spigot: 
Manages the exact amount of 
solution dispensed to the floor, 
maximizing efficiency while 
producing better results.

e



Simple, Cost-Effective
Solutions for Cleaner Floors.
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It's no surprise then that facilities spend an 

inordinate amount of time and budget on hard 

surface floor cleaning. Unfortunately, the tools 

being used are often either inadequate or 

overkill. Many facilities use automated floor 

scrubbers which can be overly complicated 

and expensive for the task at hand. Kaivac 

offers a number of innovative floor cleaning 

systems that balance cleaning effectiveness, 

productivity, simplicity and cost-

effectiveness. You no longer have to 

sacrifice high performance cleaning 

results for cost and simplicity. Plus 

Kaivac's methods are gentle on 

floors and finish, helping to prolong 

finish life and reduce refinishing 

operations.

In almost any facility, supermarkets, hallways, lobbies, aisle ways and other large

area floors make up a huge percentage of cleanable surface area. They can also

be the most important too. If not maintained properly, the surfaces can quickly

become unsightly, unsanitary and unsafe, leaving a poor impression or even 

driving customers away.

Perfect High-Speed-Floor Cleaning.

Kaivac                                       AutoVacTM

AutoVac™



Effective as an
Auto Scrubber.
A really Fast, Simple Approach to Clean, Safe Floors.
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C Combination 
 Vacuum/Solution
 Tank with Dump Hose:
 Designed for capturing and 
 containing soils and dirty 
 solution. Convenient dump
 hose allows for quick and
 easy disposal of tank 
 contents.

e Drip Tray:
 Provides a convenient 
 location to store an optional 
 Vacuum Wand or Speed 
 Spreader while collecting
 excess liquid.

D 38 L Self-Dispensing
 Trolley-Bucket:
 The self-dispensing trolley   
 bucket allows for cleaning   
 solution application with   
 precise control.

F

Pad and Frame for
Spreading Liquid:
Evenly spreads cleaning 
solution dispensed from 
the spigot.

I

Easy Flushing Dump Hose:
allows quick and ergonomic
draining of vacuum tank
contents into a suitable
toilet or sink.

H 

KaiTutorTM Video
Training System:
Onboard training system 
designed to help custodial 
workers master operation.

G

28" Drop Down
Squeegee Head:
Designed for efficient 
removal of soils and solution, 
leaving floors clean and dry.

AutoVacTM is perfect for high speed

cleaning of hard surface areas, such as

hallways, entranceways, cafeterias, lobbies, 

ware houses, fitness areas and more. It’s

as fast and effective as an auto scrubber

without the added cost or complexity,

making it perfect for building service

contractors and facility managers alike.

AutoVacTM StretchTM 

Provides sustainability benefits: 
	66% reduced chemical usage 
	75% reduction in water consumption

B Transfer Spigot: 
 Transfers filtered cleaning solution 
 from the Vacuum/Solution Tank 
 into the Trolley-Bucket for re-use.

A Raised Throttle Control
 For Self-Dispensing Spigot:
 Spigot throttle allows user to control 
 cleaning solution flow right at their 
 fingertips – without bending.

Restroom Cart                        Spray-and-Vac                               SUVTM

Additional Products:



Easy Maintaining of Refrigerated 
Display Cases.
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Kaivac’s Cooler Case Cleaner offers a simple, 

effective solution for successful maintenance 

of your commercial refrigeration units. With 

a specially designed, built-in indoor pressure 

washer and a powerful wet vacuum, the 

results are clean, safe and odor free coolers 

operating at peak efficiency in less than 

half the time of conventional cleaning 

methods.

Designed from the Beginning to Extend the 
Lifespan of Refrigerated Display Cases.

Cooler Case
Cleaner
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 Vacuum Wand: 
Sturdy, one-piece wand made of 
aircraft aluminum for cleaning 
multi-surface floors.

 optional Lithium-ion Battery: 
Allows free and quick movement
at any time of the day throughout
the facility.

4,5 m Spray Hose and Ergonomic Wand: 
Spray pressure is dialed down to be 
delicate enough to use on condenser 
fins but powerful enough to clean 
heavily-soiled areas.

Large Capacity 
Clean-water Tank:
Holds nearly 76 litres of hot water. 
Fill the tank with the attached 
multi-faucet fill hose or easy-
access fill port.

industrial Strength Vacuum System:
Powerful vacuum motor to extract 
heavy soils and unclog cooler drains. 
Connects to multiple tools for difficult 
and tight areas.

64 Litre Retention Tank:
Holds 64 litres of soiled water. 
Easy-access port facilitates 
complete clean out and quick
evacuation of soiled water to 
floor sink through the dump 
hose.

 instant Drain: 
Attaches to vacuum hose and suctions to 
floor to eliminate low-lying water build up.
Also works well in cooler catch pans and 
other tight areas.

KaiTutorTM : 
Video training system leads
the operator through the
cleaning process. 

7,6 m GFCi Power Cord: 
This allows the user to cover extensive 
areas by unwrapping length of power 
cord as needed.

A

B

C

D

e

F

G

H

I

Unique Advantages 
that Increase your 
Cooler Lifespan.
Clean Coils extend the Lifespan of Refrigerated Display 
Cases and improve Energy Efficiency by 35% or More.

  FooD SAFETy AND PRESERVATioN 
Proper case temperature and cleanliness reduce product spoilage and 
waste while protecting customers from foodborne illness.

 oUTBREAK PREVENTioN 
 If not cleaned properly or with sufficient frequency, the shelving and  
 areas behind them can harbor potentially dangerous contaminants. 
 This creates a very high risk of biological contamination and foodborne  
 illness, which increases with reduced cooler performance.

 CUSToMER SATiSFACTioN 
 Sanitary appearance and conditions increase customer satisfaction 
 and purchases.

  REDUCED SERViCE CALLS 
Proper cleaning of refrigerated display cases eliminates a primary 

 cause of unnecessary and costly service charges.

  PRoDUCTiViTy 
Reduce cleaning times compared to other methods by 50% or more.

  MULTiPURPoSE 
Can be used in multiple areas, such as dairy, café, produce, onions, 
potatoes and more.

  EASy To LEARN AND USE 
The system is very simple and easy to use. It also includes Kaivac’s 

 patented KaiTutorTM onboard video training system as well as 
 printed placards.

LiTHiUM-ioN 
BATTERy 

PoWERED oR 
CoRDED VERSioNS 

AVAiLABLE.



UniVactM. 
Faster and more effective than any
Mopping Program.

With the UniVactM you simply open the tap, dispense 

fresh cleaning solution directly to the floor, spread 

it with Kaivac‘s Ergo spreader and finish the task 

by vacuuming the dissolved soils away, leaving the 

surface up to 60x cleaner than conventional methods. 

Additionally, the floors are left dry and ready to use. 

This makes it faster than any conventional mop and 

reduces safety concerns for slip, trip and fall hazards. 

Suitable in all environments including Food Service.

AutoVactM . 
effective High-speed-Floor Cleaning.

The AutoVactM system is an automated 

floor cleaning machine that‘s three-four 

times faster than mopping. It also rivals 

the performance of an auto scrubber at 

a fraction of the cost. An AutoVactM is 

ideal for high-speed cleaning of hard 

surfaces such as; corridors, entrance 

areas, halls, cafeterias, fitness areas and

much more.

no-touch Cleaning®.
efficient, Convenient and Powerful.

The Kaivac no-touch Cleaning® offers 

a great balance of cleaning capacity and 

capability. The mid-range Kaivac no-
touch Cleaning® has the ability to tackle 

the big jobs and yet compact enough to 

get the small jobs done.It boasts a 65-litre 

fresh water tank and a 65-litre recovery 

tank. The system is powered by a 35-bar 

pump and a powerful Wet/Dry vacuum.

No-Touch Cleaning®, UniVacTM, AutoVacTM and 
Cooler Case Cleaner Crossover Systems: Kaivac Quick-Change Power Pack.

Highlights.

  Overcharge protection, automatic

 shutdown and other advanced

 features maximize battery life.

  Easy-to-read onboard gauge lets users

 know how much battery charge is left.

  Charger wall mounting option

 declutters and provides convenience.

  Quickly change and share batteries

 across all Kaivac battery-enabled

 systems.

specifications.

Battery Type: Rechargeable Lithium-Ion

Battery Voltage: 36V DC

Battery Capacity:

 15.4 Amp-hours/15,400 mAh

Approx. Run Time: 60 minutes

Charger Voltage: 42V DC

Charger Amps: 4 Amps

Recharge Time: 3 hours

Power Pack Weight: ca. 4 kg

PERFECT FoR:

Day Cleaning

Education

Healthcare

Retail

Sports/Fitness

Daily Floor Cleaning

Spill Pick Up

Flood Pick Up

Cleaning Remote Areas

And more…

Cut the cord and amp up your cleaning. The Lithium-ion Power Pack

offers cordless capabilities across all of Kaivac’s cleaning systems.

Much like universal battery packs for power tools, the Power Pack

allows you to quickly change and share batteries across all Kaivac

battery-enabled systems.

The go-anywhere capability improves worker productivity while

eliminating the hassle of cord maintenance, making it perfect for

day cleaning and other noise and trip sensitive cleaning processes.

Cooler Case Cleaner. 
the simple, efficetive solution for 
successful Maintaining of your 
Commmercial Refrigerated Units.

  Proper case temperature reduces product spoilage 

 and waste while protecting customers from food-

 borne illness.

 Clean coils not only help improve energy efficiency 

 by 35% or more, they also extend the life of the cooler.

 Clean coolers eliminate a primary cause of 

 unnecessary and costly service calls.

  Sanitary appearance and conditions increase 

 customer satisfaction and purchases.

  Improved productivity over other methods – 

 50% or better.

  The integration of pressure washing and vacuum 

 extraction provide unrivaled soil and odor removal.

  The simple system is easy to learn and worker friendly.

   Hygienic cleaning capability reduces the risk of illness 

 or outbreak from biological contamination.

www.kaivac-emea.com
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